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QUESTION 1

What do you need to do to implement a completely new Web Service protocol in Magento? 

A. Create your own adapter and controller. 

B. Create your own API resource. 

C. Create a new API helper. 

D. Create a new model extended from Mage_Api_Model_Abstract. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following will NOT generate a tag in the output of the standard Magento page/html_head block? 

A. B. C. D. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

When the load method is called on an EAV-based data model, which of the following occurs before the load method
returns? 

A. walkAttributes is used to call load on the backend model of each attribute to load its corresponding value. 

B. _afterLoad is called on the source model of each loaded attribute that has one. 

C. walkAttributes is used to call afterLoad on the backend model of each loaded attribute that has one. 

D. walkAttributes is used to iterate over each attribute and load its data from the correct table on the database. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following node names may be used inside the setup resource declaration to utilize a custom setup class? 

A. resourceModel 

B. resourceClass 

C. setupClass 

D. class 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement describes a model class that extends Mage_Core_Model_Abstract? 

A. The model class consists of properties and methods for storing and manipulating data retrieved via separate
resource classes responsible for database operations. 

B. The model class is responsible for loading the frontend layout templates and responding to page requests via its
Action methods (for example, indexAction). 

C. The model class does not encapsulate any logic except for logic providing access to the data loaded from the
database. 

D. The model class is primarily responsible for direct query operations such as retrieving and storing data and then
rendering that data to the frontend view. 
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Correct Answer: A 
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